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Recent Club Activities
Ice Cream Social
This event was hosted by UC Davis College of engineering on October 1, 2010. UCD Optics club helped
distribute ice cream while other people manned our own table. We also gave out information about our
club, demonstrated some basic optics (diffraction gratings, geometric optics, etc.), and provided other
snacks when we distributed our brochures.
Demonstration of Optics labs for high school students
UCD optics club is located at Applied Science department and is always happy to help out at the
departmental demonstrations and events. There have been few high school visits and the Optics club
voluntarily demonstrated the optics in the labs and explained about the current optical projects. The
main goal of these visits was to demonstrate the importance of optics in our daily life and studying
optics as a collage major.
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Laser Maze
UC Davis’ famous Laser Maze is made in-house by UCD students. Each year, laser maze is held at the
famous UC Davis Picnic day event (April) and it attracts hundreds of people and students of all ages.
Until this year, people had to stay in line to attend the maze. The line wait was about 3-4 hours and
hence starting this year we started giving out tickets in morning which was much better organized.
There are basically no age limitations for attending the laser maze but small children will require the
attendance of older people.

Future Events
1)
2)
3)
4)

Laser Maze: UC Davis 2011 Picnic Day
Lick Observatory BBQ (probably a joint event with Stanford chapter): Summer 2011
Outreach: February-May 2011
Chabot space and science center visit: Fall 2011

Financial Information
Starting Balance =
Laser maze expense (3 fog machines and speaker wire) =

+$501.00
-$116.49

Ending Balance =

+$384.51

Thank you for the opportunity to represent your organization,
Sona Hosseini
President 2011, UC Davis Chapter
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